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Abstract:
This paper examines shifting conceptualizations of sexual harassment, or *el-taharrush el-ginsy*, in Egypt. Through longitudinal data from online Arabic discussion boards and blog sites, as well as insights from interviews and participant observation of anti-sexual harassment organizations, it explores the range of meanings evident in the use of the term *taharrush*. A comparative approach was employed to assess changes in Egyptian discourses with those taking place across the region. Online data was collected using the search terms “*taharrush ginsy*” and “*taharrush*.” Google served as the primary search engine to locate discussion and blog posts from the years 2000-2012. Through this method, 233 unique posts were identified focused on *el-taharrush el-ginsy*. The data showed overwhelming public concern in the region about the molestation and rape of children until 2006. In October 2006, a shift occurred in Egyptian posts, tied to the Eid mob sexual harassment event in downtown Cairo. From that point on, *taharrush* in Egypt signified the sexual harassment of women in public space. Prior to the Eid mob sexual harassment event, the Egyptian Center for Women’s Rights had begun a campaign to end everyday sexual harassment in the streets, which it called *taharrush*. Following the 2011 Egyptian Revolution, this activism continued with independent initiatives focused on community-based work, such as HarassMap. Throughout this time, the discourse was complicated by the connection of *taharrush* to more violent forms of sexual assault and rape, which was further evident following the Revolution. This connection of *taharrush* with more sexually violent practices aligns with prior meanings of *taharrush*, but it has also contributed to public resistance to the idea that *taharrush* signifies everyday sexual harassment that anti-sexual harassment initiatives seek to establish.
In September 2013, members of the Egyptian anti-sexual harassment initiative, HarassMap, participated in the MasterPeace street festival in the upscale Cairene neighborhood of Dokki. MasterPeace is a global grassroots initiative aimed at mobilizing local communities to support peace building through intercultural dialogue. HarassMap utilized this opportunity to continue to grow their public presence, promote their message about speaking up and intervening against sexual harassment (to not be a bystander), and to recruit new volunteers for community outreach teams. At one point, a heated exchange arose between an older man walking through the street festival and HarassMap members, about the existence of the phenomenon of el- taharrush el-ginsy, or sexual harassment, in Egypt. The crux of the man’s argument was that taharrush was not a problem in Egypt. Instead, he noted muʿāksa, often translated as flirtation, was prevalent, though he qualified this by stating that muʿāksa also existed in other countries, even America, and was not unique to Egypt, but that taharrush was a “big word” that should not be used lightly. HarassMap members, for their part, approached the man’s argument first by asking him if he had daughters and how he felt about the possibility of them being harassed in the street. Then, more excitedly, female volunteers detailed what harassment was really like for women in the streets. However, the man’s understanding of, and distinction between, the terms taharrush and muʿāksa went unexamined and unchallenged by HarassMap members.

Almost a decade earlier, when the Egyptian Center for Women’s Rights (ECWR) began the first campaign against street sexual harassment in 2005, public reactions were similar to the older man’s comments at the MasterPeace event. From the start, ECWR referred to the phenomenon of sexual harassment as el-taharrush el-ginsy, which was met with confusion, embarrassment, anger, and most often denial. Salient elements of public feedback at the time were that taharrush did not exist in Egypt and that it was an American concept that could not be directly applied in the Egyptian context. Incidentally, this type of criticism also arose in later contexts when HarassMap conducted outreach events. Moreover, people argued the word taharrush was, quite simply, too “big” to signify the phenomena of catcalls, comments, stares, and even touching, that were prevalent in the streets.

These examples demonstrate the tension that existed, and continues to exist, around the naming of sexual harassment as el-taharrush el-ginsy. This paper interrogates this tension by exploring shifting perceptions around the use of el-taharrush al-ginsy among the public, through data derived from online Arabic discussion board forums over a 12-year period that includes pre and post ECWR’s anti-sexual campaign dates. Additionally, with data generated by participant observation and interviews, it explores the reformulations of el- taharrush el-ginsy promoted by Egyptian civil society organizations and grassroots initiatives, aligned with international women’s rights agendas and discourses centered on combatting violence against women. It is
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1 www.masterpeace.org. The 2013 Cairo street festival brought together a number of Egyptian youth-based and community-based organizations promoting activities for community improvement.
argued here that the tension around *el-taharrush el-ginsky* in Egypt is linked to its long held association with more violent forms of sexual assault and rape, particularly against children and women and primarily in the private realm of the home, and semi-private spheres of schools and work.

**History and Context of Sexual Harassment in Egypt**

Until 2005, sexual harassment was not an identified problem addressed by Egyptian women’s advocacy organizations. Early that year, female activists protesting the constitutional referendum outside of the Press Syndicate offices in downtown Cairo were sexually harassed and assaulted by police forces and state hired “baltigiyya,” or thugs (Al-Nabaa News 2005; Langohr 2013; Radwan 2011). Following the event, which came to be known as Black Wednesday, reactions were swift from prominent activists and scholars who formed a short-lived movement against political violence, “The Street is Ours,” and condemned state efforts to silence dissent, through assaults designed to curtail women’s participation in the public sphere by undercutting their respectability (Adly 2013; Amar 2011; Nazra Joint Statement 2012). At the time, however, there was no clear definition or conceptualization, both within civil society and the public-at-large, of what sexual harassment was, as a specific configuration of *el-taharrush el-ginsky*. An article released on the incident in June 2005 by Al-Nabā News, referenced the Black Wednesday attack as both *taḥarrush* and *htkʿ irḍ*, a term for rape that is often translated as “indecent assault” and deeply inhered with connotations of honor and shame (Al-Nabā News 2005). Both *taḥarrush* and *htkʿ irḍ* were utilized interchangeably in the article, likening the indecent assault on women to an assault on the nation. However, sexual harassment, as it came to be understood in the post-Revolutionary period with both its political and everyday facets, as defined by Tadros (2013b), was not yet part of the larger discourse on gender-based violence in Egypt.

In late 2005, the Egyptian Center for Women’s Rights (ECWR) an advocacy NGO, began a program aimed at combatting everyday sexual harassment in the streets (Rizzo 2008 & 2012). In 2008, they released their now widely cited study, “Clouds in Egypt’s Sky,” that gained global attention for documenting for the first time, how widespread sexual harassment was in Cairo’s streets, with 83% of Egyptian and 98% of foreign women surveyed, indicating that they had experienced sexual harassment (Hassan et al. 2008). The study defined *el-taḥarrush el-ginsky* as unwanted behaviors of a sexual nature that were largely non-physical, highlighting seven specific acts including catcalls/noises, ogling, verbal harassment, stalking/following, phone harassment, indecent exposure and even touching. They identified sexual harassment as a primarily social and psychological issue, and also framed it as a security problem for women in public, calling for increased and improved enforcement and reporting processes inside of police stations (ECWR 2009). This framing practice and their approach in highlighting the strictly social nature of sexual harassment was criticized by scholars, for failing to address the larger system of gender inequality within which sexual harassment was situated, and for creating culturally “flawed” Egyptian men (Abu Lughod 2011 & 2014; Amar 2011).
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2 See [www.ecwr.org](http://www.ecwr.org) to access studies and press releases issued by ECWR on sexual harassment
Prior to the 2011 Revolution, a number of high profile events occurred that helped shape sexual harassment discourses and public conceptions in particular ways. During the 2006 Eid el-Fitr holiday, groups of young men who turned away from a sold out movie at a cinema in the downtown area went on a mass sexual harassment spree, attacking women and girls (Ilahi 2008). What made this event significant is the fact that it was caught on video by mobile phones and was widely broadcasted via YouTube by prominent Egyptian bloggers, such as Wael Abbas and Malek X. Egyptian bloggers denounced the lack of attention that the Eid mob harassment event, and sexual harassment in general, received from the state and media (Rifaat 2008). Additionally, in 2008, a 27-year-old filmmaker, Noha Rushdie, won the first sexual harassment case to be tried in the Egyptian court system (Amar 2011; Ilahi 2008). Rushdie’s case was won using Article 306 of the penal code, which illegalized any offense against the modesty, honor or dignity of another, or “khadhsh hayā’” (Muslimah Media Watch 2006). Like “htk ʿird,” “khadhsh hayā’” was linked to the notion that sexual offenses compromise women’s honor. As with the Black Wednesday case, El-Youm el-Sāba’ News reported that Rushdie’s harasser, Sherif Gabril, committed indecent assault (“htk ʿird”) against her, and el-Maṣry el-Youm similarly reported that the Public Prosecutor formally accused Gabril of “htk ʿird” (el-Maṣry el-Youm 2008; el-Youm el-Sāba’ 2010).

In December 2010, the popular movie 678 was released, which was the first feature film produced in Egypt that focused on taharrush as a problem for women in public spaces. Through the stories of three protagonists whose lives intersect around their shared experiences of sexual harassment, the movie featured differing forms of sexual violence comprising taharrush, such as unwanted groping on public transportation, physical assault, and possible rape, and explored a number of themes that showed the impact of these forms of sexual harassment on women. Yet, the film also raised the concerns that it promoted the need for women to defend themselves through violence and that it humiliated Egyptian men (Al-Jazeera 2011). Moreover, it problematically rooted the fundamental reason for sexual harassment in the sexual frustration of men (Egypt Independent 2010).

Following the 2011 Egyptian Revolution, el-taharrush el-ginsy became the focus of increasing attention from the media, activists and scholars. The violent nature of sexual harassment and assault in Tahrir Square captured global attention. In particular, the politicization of sexual violence heightened concerns among activists and scholars, who believed the State was involved in hiring and paying baltigiyya to harass, assault, and rape women in an attempt to drive them away from public protest and participation (Ahmad Zaki & Abd Alhamid 2014; Langohr 2013). However, in the first 18 days of protest from January 25 to February 11, activists widely noted that sexual harassment was noticeably absent in Tahrir. Vickie Langohr quoted one activist who said “These were the only 18 days in my life in Egypt that I was not harassed at all” (2013: 19). This shifted on February 11, the day Mubarak stepped down, with the mob assault and rape of CBS correspondent, Lara Logan (Replogle 2011). Between 2011 and 2013, sexual harassment became common
at protests in Tahrir, exemplified by a number of highly publicized violent attacks that demonstrate how women’s bodies became objectified and dehumanized during the uprising.

On March 9 2011, the day after International Women’s Day, activists flooded into Tahrir Square for a Million Women’s March, which ended with the police arresting 17 women activists, including Samira Ibrahim (Hafez 2014; Seikaly 2013). Ibrahim was subject to a state sanctioned virginity test (*kashef el-ʿadhariyya*), the practice of which was supported by then General el-Sisi as a necessity to protect the military from allegations of rape (Daily News Egypt 2011). Underpinning the virginity tests was a belief among military officials that women at the protests were already disreputable and likely to not be virgins. An anonymous military source noted at the time that the female protestors were not like “your daughter or mine,” as many of them camped out with men in Tahrir (Hafez 2014: 174; Langohr 2012: 22). Ibrahim gained widespread attention for speaking up about her experience, but also for taking the military to court to hold them accountable for assaulting her. Also in 2011, a video of the “Blue Bra Girl” (also referred to as Tahrir Girl, Sit al Banat) incident disseminated via YouTube went viral. In the video, an unknown female protestors was shown being dragged by state security forces, her *abaya* stripped to reveal her bra and then her body trampled. Additionally, like Samira Ibrahim, musician and activist, Yasmine el-Baramawy, spoke up about the violent mob assault and rape (with a knife) against her that occurred in Tahrir in 2013. Baramawy was stripped naked and dragged by car, with her attackers yelling that she had a bomb strapped to her (Langohr 2013).

Such high profile incidences occurred alongside frequent mob attacks that emerged as a feature of Tahrir protest. From November 2012, mob attacks took on a new character as they became more organized, manifesting themselves through the formation of concentric rings of men surrounding a single woman before they stripped and raped her (Ahram Online 2013). In response to the violence targeting women in Tahrir, a number of volunteer initiatives arose to combat mob harassment, assault, and rape in the context of Revolutionary protest. Operation Anti-Sexual Harassment (OpAntish) and Tahrir Bodyguard were two prominent initiatives, comprised of both female and male activists, who worked in tandem to intervene and pull women out of mob attacks. In the nine-day period from June 28 to July 7 2013, which witnessed the deposal of the Muslim Brotherhood President Mohamed Morsi, OpAntish noted that there were 186 documented cases of mob sexual harassment, assault, and rape (Kirollos 2013).

In addition to these volunteer initiatives, others also arose either just prior to or after the Revolution, including HarassMap, Shoft Taḥarrush, Ḥarakat Baṣma and Ḍed el-Taḥarrush. Like ECWR before them, these initiatives focused their work primarily in the streets and within communities, the goal of which was to refashion social perceptions of and behaviors relating to everyday sexual harassment. The Revolution provided a unique political opportunity for such community and street-based approaches to combat public
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sexual harassment, including the greater use of technological means to spread awareness and organize street outreach activities (ElSayed & Rizzo 2014). Other organizations, such as Nazra for Feminist Studies, the El-Nadim Center for the Rehabilitation of Victims of Violence and Torture, and the Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights (EIPR), similarly included taḥarrush within their programs combatting gender based violence overall, with much attention centered on politicized sexual violence, legal advocacy, and promoting a national strategy to combat all forms of gender-based violence (Langohr 2014).

These events have served as critical markers in the history of sexual harassment in Egypt, demonstrating wide variability in the discourses on taḥarrush. In an interesting discursive turn, el-taḥarrush el-ginsy is increasingly a facet of, as well as synonymous and interchangeable with a more general notion of gender violence (el-ʿunft did el-maḥāna) in activist rhetoric. Recounting her own experiences of being detained, beaten, and assaulted by police, journalist Mona el-Tahawy noted, “I’m so used to saying harassment, but they assaulted me” (The Guardian 2011).

While it may be possible to question the need to differentiate forms of sexual violence, the lack of conceptual boundaries around taḥarrush helps to reproduce public resistance to the fact that everyday forms of sexual harassment are equivalent in gravity to assault and rape. Yet, it does not fully explain the resistance highlighted at the outset of this paper. The denial of the existence of el-taḥarrush el-ginsy, and the distinctions made between taḥarrush and muʿaks by the gentleman at the MasterPeace street festival, signal deeper circuits of meaning that both intersect and conflict with current reformulations of sexual harassment as everyday sexual harassment, and which necessitate further exploration. At stake, in this exploration of the underlying basis for public denials of the existence of el-taḥarrush el-ginsy, is the success of anti-sexual harassment initiatives at reframing sexual harassment as a form of violence that prevents women from full participation in the public space.

Research Questions and Data

This paper asks two central questions: 1) how has el-taḥarrush el-ginsy been discursively employed by the public before and after the start of anti-sexual harassment activism, and 2) how and why has anti-sexual harassment activism reformulated el-taḥarrush el-ginsy, i.e. what was the purpose of such active reformulations? These questions investigate the differential discursive uses of el-taḥarrush el-ginsy over time to gain a better appreciation of the meanings inherent in the term. Given historic public conceptions of el-taḥarrush el-ginsy, these questions interrogate how this term came to signify public sexual violence, as it is understood today.
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Two lines of data are employed to answer these questions. Data derived from online Arabic discussion forums and blog sites between the years 2000-2012 represent a unique archive and provide a longitudinal view of public sentiments on *el-taharrush el-ginsy*. The primary search tool utilized to obtain such posts was Google. Two Arabic search terms were employed to trawl for discussion forum and blog data, including “*taharrush ginsy*,” and “*taharrush*.” Discussion forum and blog data that was generated through this approach spanned much of the Middle East and North Africa. In total, 233 posts were located from 107 sites across 18 countries. Data from other Arabic speaking countries was included largely, given the paucity of online data from Egypt prior to 2005. The use of data from across the region offered the ability to look at change comparatively and to deduce critical preliminary observations about conceptual changes happening inside of Egypt. Future analyses of posts from other social media forums, especially Facebook and Twitter, as well as mass media outlets, such as print and broadcast news, would provide more nuanced insight of the various conceptualizations and the circulation of discourses on *taharrush*, and how those discourses may be internalized by the population.

Additionally, insights were derived from data obtained through interviews with prominent activists in anti-sexual harassment organizations, including ECWR and HarassMap, as well as participant observation conducted over one year, between 2013 and 2014, with HarassMap. Such data was examined in parallel with online discussion forum and blog data to interrogate how Egyptian civil society entities have been reframing *el-taharrush el-ginsy*.

**Characteristics and Demographics of Arabic Discussion Board Posts**

Discussion forums and blog posts make visible the changes in public conceptualizations of sexual harassment in Egypt, particularly when compared to those of other parts of the region. The distribution of posts across countries is shown in Figure 1. Points of origin for most posts were identified based on the stated country of origin of the forum member, or on the national orientation of the discussion forum or blog. When specific countries could not be found and national orientation of the site could not be determined, more general areas were listed, such as “Gulf,” which were often determined based on regional indicators or peculiarities of dialect inherent in the text of the posts. The majority of posts derived from Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and the Gulf area, representing 77% of the sample. Here, “Gulf” includes a number of potential Persian Gulf countries, but it may be possible to presume that many of these posts derive from Saudi nationals, given their high rate of participation in discussion forums. It is clear, though, that individuals from across the region participated in discussions of *el-taharrush el-ginsy*, although their prevalence is comparatively low. This suggests that Egypt and Saudi Arabia are central loci for the development of national and cross-national discursive configurations of sexual harassment.

Figures 2 and 3 include the distribution of posts over time; Figure 2 for all posts from across the region and Figure 3 for those posts originating from Egypt. Overall numbers from year to year are relatively low, however,
an increase in the discussions of *el-taharrush el-ginsy* is apparent from 2004 and peaks between 2005 and 2006, as noted in Figure 2. The number of posts then slowly decreases from 2007 but does not get as low as pre-2005 numbers. It is not clear why there are fewer posts prior to 2004, but possible explanations include the fact that conversations about *el-taharrush el-ginsy* were rare or not happening in online communities, or that this data was not recoverable through Google. In Egypt, the discussion on *el-taharrush el-ginsy* mirrors the regional trend, to some extent. It is noticeable from 2003, but remains minimal until 2006. As shown in Figure 3, there are 7 posts in total between 2003 and 2005, and the number jumps to 21 in 2006, which represents a 200% increase in the discussion on sexual harassment between these years.

**Thematic Content of Discussions on el-Taḥarrush el-Ginsy**

All posts were analyzed for thematic content and a codebook was developed in order to code and quantify the prevalence of certain themes inherent in the text of people’s conversations. Twelve themes emerged from all posts, as visible in Table 1. A single post received multiple codes depending on the nature of the discussion, which often cut across a range of issues, and resulted in a total of 670 coded instances across the 233 posts. Two highly significant thematic areas in the discussion of *el-taharrush el-ginsy* focused on children and women. As highlighted in Table 1, 57% of all posts were coded as child molestation/rape, and 42% as the sexual harassment of women. Egypt shows an inverse trend, with a higher focus on the sexual harassment of women at 66%, and a lower focus on child molestation/rape at 32%. As will be discussed, this trend is potentially linked to the anti-sexual harassment efforts that began in 2005. Salient elements of the discussion around the themes of children and women include:

**Child Molestation/Rape** – This code represented more than half of the conversations that revolved around *el-taḥarrush el-ginsy* across the region. There was overwhelming concern with child sexual assault within families, followed by that in schools and, with particular reference to Saudi Arabia and the Gulf, the assault on children by domestic employees, such as drivers and maids. *El- taharrush el-ginsy* in this context was viewed as both a violation of children’s bodies, but also an act with devastating consequences for children. This was especially the case for the molestation and rape of young boys, where fears were evident that such an act would lead to sexual deviance, such as homosexuality, sodomy, and masturbation. Child molestation/rape and homosexuality co-occurred more than any other two codes that were analyzed, with the exception of parental awareness/responsibility. Within this context, posts often exhorted parents to not leave children alone unguarded, to teach their children unacceptable forms of touching, and offered advice and support to those whose children had been the victims of sexual molestation and rape.

**Sexual Harassment of Women** – This was also a prevalent theme in discussions of *el-taḥarrush el-ginsy*, representing almost half of the posts region-wide, and about two-thirds of the posts from Egypt. It is important here to note that this theme overlapped significantly with the molestation and rape of children, where many
discussions focused on the abuse of adolescent and teen girls by fathers, stepfathers, uncles, cousins, and in some cases grandfathers and brothers. There were divergent trends in the discussion on women, focused both on sexual abuse at home and work, and sexual harassment in public settings, especially in the street or on transportation. In Egypt, the majority of posts focused on women’s public sexual harassment, mostly described as physical in nature, including touching, rubbing, and groping. However, verbal harassment that was vulgar and sexual in orientation also arose in online conversations. Individuals contested the role of dress in promoting sexual harassment, with many placing the blame on women for going out without the minimal protection of hijab. In the workplace, discussions centered on women’s lack of power, being propositioned by bosses, and leaving employment to avoid further unwanted advances.

Beyond these two dominant themes around el-taḥarrush el-ginsy, others were also critical. Rape arose in conversations and was viewed as a problem in families, schools, and the workplace. It was sometimes linked to homosexuality, particularly where rape and sexual harassment targeted young boys or men. This theme was also connected to the public sexual harassment of women, where individuals debated the role of clothing as an underlying cause of the problem and argued it to be a psychological disease. Moreover, zinā, or adultery, and illicit sexual relationships, emerged as significant, notably in Saudi Arabia and the Gulf. Such relations were usually presented as a consensual, negative and, demoralizing, practice.

Muʿāksa, or flirtation, similarly came up in discussions. Though a largely Egyptian term, it appears as “el-muʿāksa” or “tʿākis” in 3 posts from Saudi Arabia, 3 from the Gulf, and 1 from Qatar. For instance, a self-identified Saudi male participant on the discussion forum al-Hayā al-Zawjiyya, explored how he felt responsible for sexual harassment, arguing that the blame did not rest on girls for the “taṣarafat al-shāb al-shādha wa mumarāstu lil-muʿāksa wa al-taḥarrush” (flirting and harassing behaviors of abnormal men). Muʿāksa overwhelmingly co-occurred with the code for the sexual harassment of women. It was often used synonymously with taḥarrush, but was also presented in multiple and conflicting ways. It was a reference for physical forms of sexual harassment, rape, and sexual relations, and was also used to denote verbal harassment and compliments to women.

Power, control and authority were likewise important talking points, especially in Egypt, and included critiques of the authoritarian system, the patriarchal society, women’s vulnerability and inferiority to men, women’s fear of being fired, and social blame placed on women for their sexual harassment. Lastly, the sexual harassment of men that was not connected to the abuse of young boys, could limitedly be found in some conversations that recognized that women could be harassers, but more often still linked harassed men to homosexuality.
Temporal Shifts in Discussions of *el-Taḥarrush el-Ginsy*

Exploring the distribution of these codes over time, a number of trends are visible that provide valuable insights on changing conceptualizations of *el-taḥarrush el-ginsy*. Figure 4 demonstrates the prevalence of child molestation and rape throughout the majority of the 12-year timespan under analysis, with peaks in online discussions between 2005-2009. Overall, it remained a consistent part of the conversation. Figure 5 highlights that this distribution holds true for Egypt where, from 2003 to 2012, this theme remained a present, even if a small, part of the dialogue.

The distribution of the code for the sexual harassment of women, displayed in Figure 6, also spans the majority of the time range within the region, but prior to 2003 it was not part of the discourse on *el-taḥarrush el-ginsy*. When it became visible in 2003, public concern was about incest, the assault on young women by male relatives, women’s vulnerability in the workplace and in hospitals, and even the harassment and rape of females at Abu Ghraib prison. In Egypt, the sexual harassment of women appears as a code early in 2006. In this year, there was a general peak in the conversations focused on the sexual harassment of women in the last quarter of 2006, with the majority of such posts (15 of 18) deriving from Egypt, as visible in Figure 7. At this point, *el-taḥarrush el-ginsy* was used to reference the mob sexual harassment that occurred around the Eid holiday in October 2006. Subsequent posts from Egypt centered on women’s sexual harassment in the streets and on transportation.

As noted previously, the Eid mob harassment that took place in downtown Cairo, which has since become a yearly ritual, generated a wide degree of attention in the media and the Egyptian blogosphere, which was similarly matched with public deliberations via discussion forums on the event (Rifaat 2008; Rizzo et al. 2012). It was from this historic moment, that sexual harassment targeting women in the streets became a vital part of how *el-taḥarrush el-ginsy* was conceptualized. In Egypt, this was interlaced with the continued yet miniscule use of *taḥarrush* to refer to child sexual assault, as well as fluctuating use with respect to rape and *muʿākṣa*. Outside of Egypt, child sexual assault still dominated conversations on *taḥarrush*.

**Reconceptualizing el-Taḥarrush el-Ginsy**

Returning now to the examples at the beginning of this paper, how does online discussion forum and blogsite data help explain people’s discomfort with the term *el taḥarrush el-ginsy*? Historically, *el-taḥarrush el-ginsy*, in the popular imagination across the region, has been intrinsically associated with and understood as child sexual assault and rape, largely occurring in the private sphere of the home and often committed by trusted individuals. Here, *taḥarrush* was overwhelmingly viewed as the physical violation of the body, and was frequently a reference for rape. Moreover, child sexual abuse, particularly that of boys but in some cases of girls, generated high levels of anxiety that *taḥarrush* would result later in psychological problems and sexually
deviant practices, such as masturbation and homosexuality, that would negatively impact children’s lives. When applied to women in private and later public settings, this term conveyed similar notions of violence, violation, exploitation, illicitness, and demoralization, with long lasting consequences.

In 2005, when ECWR began addressing street sexual harassment targeting women in Egypt, *taharrush*, *muʿāksa*, *zinā*, and rape, as well as child molestation, were part of a nebulous constellation of sexually deviant practices with loose and obscured terminological borders. In an interview with Nehad Aboul Komsan, the Director of ECWR, she noted that when they began their program, *taharrush* was a harsh term that people often conflated with rape. *Muʿāksa*, which was (and still is) more commonly deployed and understood to describe attentions directed toward women in the street, was not a term, she argued, that had the power to mobilize people. *Muʿāksa* was popularly understood as “a more or less ritualized performance of courtship,” which always occurred in public in Egypt’s loosely gender-segregated society (Ryzova 2005: 108). It was always seemingly consensual, with the *bint al-balad* knowing how to flaunt her charms in ways that approached but did not cross the boundaries of the acceptable. Aboul Komsan stated that there was a level of tolerance for *muʿāksa* given its widespread association with teasing, flirting, and courtship, and that nobody would ever see *muʿāksa* as a crime. Criminalizing harassing behaviors, such as catcalls, comments, following/stalking, and touching, was the end goal of the efforts of ECWR, as well as other anti-sexual harassment initiatives like HarassMap. Concomitant with this were ECWR’s attempts to refashion social perceptions that these behaviors were non-threatening, non-problematic, a public form of courtship, and the normal actions of libidinous men in an economically depressed and sexually repressed society. *El-taharrush el-ginsy* provided the conceptual power ECWR and other civil society and grassroots entities needed, to reshape public perceptions around ostensibly benign yet sexualized street behaviors, turning them instead into violent, violating, and criminal bodily practices.

The struggle to promote sexual harassment as violence exists within a larger field of transnational women’s rights activism centered on combatting violence against women (Merry 2009 & 2006). The 1993 UN Conference on Human Rights in Vienna and the 1995 UN World Conference on Women in Beijing set the stage for the increased global focus on gender violence as one of the most concerning forms of gender-based inequality, and Egyptian women’s advocacy NGOs have been active players in this arena (Al-Ali 2000; Friedman 1994 & 2003; Starchursky 2013). Definitions of sexual harassment employed by varying anti-sexual harassment organizations align with global discourses on women’s rights. HarassMap pulled most directly from UN definitions of sexual harassment, which was similarly utilized by Nazra for Feminist Studies in their concept paper on the different forms of sexual violence (Nazra 2014). ECWR’s definition situated *el-taharrush el-ginsy* within an uneven power arrangement, where men were able to target women for sexual harassment. Their focus on gendered power mirrored that of American, and to some extent European, women’s rights activists, who claimed sexual harassment to be sex discrimination – that is, discrimination specifically targeting women because on their sex – that violated women’s economic rights (Baker 2007; Zippel 2006).
Promoting sexual harassment as a crime further coheres with the efforts of both Egyptian women’s advocacy NGOs to redefine gender violence in the law, as well as their involvement in transnationally inspired efforts to compel state compliance with international conventions, such as CEDAW. In 2008, 16 NGOs formed the Taskforce for the Prohibition of Sexual Violence, coordinated by the New Women Foundation, whose mission was advocating for and drafting amendments to penal code articles centered on gender-based violence. Their draft amendment set better definitions and punishments for various forms of gender-based violence, and attempted to remove notions of honor that prevented women from speaking up against the violence they suffered (FIDH 2014). ECWR, as a member of the Taskforce, similarly put forward its own draft amendment, focused specifically on adding taḥarrush to the law (FIDH 2014). In 2014, the Egyptian government approved an amendment on el-taḥarrush el-ginsy to Article 306 of the penal code, which was more generally centered on the offense of modesty (khadsh el-hayā’). This occurred following a high profile incident, at the Cairo University College of Law, where a large group of men sexually harassed a young woman, whom police then had to escort off campus (Mada Masr 2014). The public backlash, as well as the activism of a concerned group of Cairo University faculty and anti-sexual harassment initiatives, prompted the government to action, though not in coordination with the Taskforce. Women’s NGOs have since criticized the new amendment for limiting sexual harassment to its sexual or pornographic nature, as well as to the context of stalking and following (El-Rifae 2014).

Despite ongoing legal advocacy, the reframing of sexual harassment has been complicated by Egypt’s patriarchal and conservative atmosphere, as well as by the lack of definite boundaries around el-taḥarrush el-ginsy. Early on, ECWR made efforts to establish terminological boundaries between different forms of violence, including el-taḥarrush el-ginsy and rape (ightaṣab & htkʿird), as evidenced in their report on the cultural forms and legal gaps around sexual harassment in the Arab region (2009). At the end of 2013, a joint campaign, šalāḥhā fī dimāghak (Fix It In Your Head/Get It Right), organized by Nazra for Feminist Studies, the Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights, HarassMap, and Tahrir Bodyguard was launched, that sought to “call it like it is” and solidify terminological definitions. As part of this campaign, catcalls, staring, stalking/following, and indecent exposure were among the many acts that were defined as taḥarrush, and taḥarrush was differentiated from assault and rape. Following the campaign, Nazra released the above mentioned concept paper, where sexual harassment, assault, and rape were explicitly distinguished from one another (Nazra 2014).

Yet, particularly since the Revolution, el-taḥarrush el-ginsy has become a reference for various forms of public sexual violence, which encompass a wide range of behaviors that go beyond the everyday, seemingly benign (less violent) behaviors that were initially the focus of activism when ECWR began their work in 2005. Assaults and rapes have been part and parcel of the story of el-taḥarrush el-ginsy, as noted at the beginning of this paper which detailed numerous high profile events that have become key markers usually recounted in Egypt’s history of sexual harassment, from the Black Wednesday assaults to the Tahrir mob attacks and

---

5 The New Woman Foundation Center website - http://nwrcegypt.org/en/
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Rapes (Langohr 2013; Rizzo 2012; Tadros 2013a&B). The violence in these acts is in keeping with the violence in historic, normative notions of ṭaḥarrush, but it has complicated the ability of civil society to confront everyday forms of sexual harassment that impede women’s ability to safely move through the streets. Everyday sexual harassment is still largely dismissed as simple acts of boys and men joking or playing, or as wanted and sought by women based on the way they dress, walk, and comport themselves (inappropriately) in public.

Conclusion

El-ṭaḥarrush el-ginsy has been widely understood in Egypt and the Middle East in two distinct, yet overlapping, ways: as the molestation and rape of children, where fears have abounded that such acts would lead to homosexuality and other forms of sexual deviance, and as the sexual harassment of women, both within the private realm of the home and the public realm of the street. Since 2005, activism has exclusively employed el-ṭaḥarrush el-ginsy as the sexual harassment of women in public, with many community-based anti-sexual harassment initiatives, such as ECWR and HarassMap, seeking to associate violence with seemingly benign behaviors in order to criminalize and change social perceptions around such behaviors. In the early years of this activism, the focus was largely on everyday forms of sexual harassment prevalent in the street, such as catcalls, comments, stares, following, and touching. Yet, other forms of sexual violence that occurred were likewise included in civil society discussions of ṭaḥarrush, such as mob sexual assaults and even rape. With the advent of the Revolution in 2011, el-ṭaḥarrush el-ginsy was deployed to encompass an increasing range of sexually violent behaviors, including more violent forms of assault and even rape, despite civil society efforts to distinguish rape as a separate concept from ṭaḥarrush. Such violence, to some extent, aligns with historic understandings of ṭaḥarrush, as demonstrated in online Arabic discussion boards, which center on violent bodily violations and rape. While ṭaḥarrush has become far more mainstream in public discourses, public conceptions still draw distinctions between ṭaḥarrush and muʿāksa, and the everyday forms of sexual harassment have continued unabated for Egyptian women.
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Figure 1: Distribution of All Posts by Location

Figure 2: Distribution of All Posts by Year

Figure 3: Distribution of Egyptian Posts By Year
Figure 4: Distribution of All Posts Coded as “Child Molestation” (Blue) and “Child Rape” (Red) By Year. In order to condense data take to create more clear distributions, years were divided into quarters. Each post was assigned a quarter based its month and year of issuance.

Figure 5: Distribution of Egypt Posts Coded as “Child Molestation/Rape” By Year. In order to condense data take to create more clear distributions, years were divided into quarters. Each post was assigned a quarter based its month and year of issuance.

Figure 6: Distribution of All Posts Coded as “Sexual Harassment of Women” By Year. In order to condense data take to create more clear distributions, years were divided into quarters. Each post was assigned a quarter based its month and year of issuance.
Figure 7: Distribution of Egyptian Posts Coded as “Sexual Harassment of Women” By Year. In order to condense data taken to create more clear distributions, years were divided into quarters. Each post was assigned a quarter based its month and year of issuance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THEME</th>
<th>Coded for All Posts</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Coded for Egypt</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Child Molestation &amp; Rape</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual Harassment of Women</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rape</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muaksa</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zina</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teen/Youth Exploration</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental Responsibility</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homosexuality/Sexual Deviation</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual Harassment of Men</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Violence</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power/Authority/Control</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mob Assault</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Codes</strong></td>
<td><strong>478</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>136</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Frequency of Coded Themes, Minus Subthemes; N=233 for All Posts, N=74 for Egypt